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there’s only one brand 
that can claim their product 

was used to win
 

100% gold at the 
2014 World Championships... 

14 out of 18
2012 Olympic medals...

and achieve
 

4 world records set in 2014

there is only one brand
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ELEY established in 1828, is now globally recognised as the manufacturer of the most 
consistently accurate .22LR rimfire ammunition in the world.

ELEY ammunition has been proudly made in the Great Britain and now resides at our highly 
technical production and testing facility in Birmingham, West Midlands.

Our team includes internationally recognised specialists with extensive knowledge in internal 
and external ballistics, powder dynamics and many Six Sigma qualified engineers.

Innovation and continuous product development separate ELEY from its competitors. 
ELEY have always been at the forefront of the ammunition industry, pushing technological 
boundaries which have resulted in patented new methodologies and techniques.

Our products, allow target shooters at Club, World and Olympic level to realise their potential 
and win. We produce technically superior ammunition, whilst providing an excellent service 
to target shooters throughout the world.

Dedication, commitment and innovation are at the heart of the ELEY philosophy. The result is 
demonstrated by the countless medal wins and World Records won with ELEY ammunition.

www.eley.co.uk
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Our highly skilled engineers combine state of the art machinery with high speed electronic visual 
inspection systems and Six Sigma methodologies to produce the cartridges that have redefined .22LR 
accuracy across the world.

The iconic flat nose projectile of ELEY tenex is one of many innovations pioneered by ELEY engineers. 
As it cuts through the air its revolutionary design pulls the centre of pressure forwards, aerodynamically 
stabilizing the projectile and increasing accuracy at the target.

Precise manufacturing techniques form cartridge cases of uniform length from a tightly controlled brass 
alloy. This ensures each propellant charge burns in a controlled volume, delivering a consistent energy 
to each projectile.

Each cartridge is checked by a suite of analytical processes including computer controlled visual 
inspection and finely calibrated measuring equipment, all overseen by our extremely precise and 
meticulous engineers.

To achieve ultimate accuracy with ELEY tenex, a shooter should test their barrel. While ELEY tenex will 
offer inequitable results as standard, matching the barrel and ammunition at our technical test ranges 
could make the crucial difference in a competition. Our advanced proprietary software provides a wealth 
of information on each test result, helping the shooter find the best lot for their barrel. Testing is highly 
recommended by the top shooters around the world and the results speak for themselves, with 14 out 
of 18 Olympic medals and every 2014 World Champion winning using selected ELEY tenex.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

ELEY tenex the world’s 
most consistently accurate 

.22LR cartridge

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
50m prone

50m 3 positions
50m free pistol

benchrest

firearm
.22LR match rifle
.22LR free pistol

bullet profile
flat nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information

TM



train harder
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ELEY tenex biathlon launched in 2012 following comprehensive research and development 
of biathlon sport, the athletes and their needs. ELEY tenex was used as a platform on which 
to build this new cartridge.

The iconic flat nose projectile of ELEY tenex is one of many innovations pioneered by ELEY 
engineers. As it cuts through the air its revolutionary design pulls the centre of pressure 
forwards, aerodynamically stabilizing the projectile and increasing accuracy at the target.

Examination of bullet and chambering characteristics at freezing temperatures led to a 
reduction in the diameter of the cartridge to aid cycling in bolt-action or straight-pull biathlon 
rifles. A scientifically designed lubricant was developed to suit cold temperatures, aiding 
consistency and reducing barrel wear. ELEY tenex biathlon also benefits from an increased 
propellant charge giving the bullet enhanced terminal energy and a greater knock down force 
needed for the biathlon target.

ELEY tenex biathlon is only available from the ELEYcold test ranges located in Birmingham  
GB and Oslo Norway.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

ELEY tenex biathlon, 
performance against 

the elements

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
biathlon

firearm
biathlon rifle

bullet profile
flat nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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Decades of continuous improvement have generated the perfect pistol round. Technical 
research and testing in ballistics, semi-automatic cycling, optimum bullet profiles, priming 
systems, case construction and the perfect lead alloy have enhanced ELEY’s knowledge in 
this sector. Comprehensive testing was undertaken to find the ultimate combination of these 
elements, to produce ELEY tenex pistol.

The benefits of this cartridge include a round nose bullet profile to ease feeding in  
semi-automatic pistols and rifles. The projectile is made from a high specification lead antimony 
alloy which reduces surface damage when cycled through the firearm.

Precise manufacturing techniques form cartridge cases of uniform length from a tightly 
controlled brass alloy. This ensures each propellant charge burns in a controlled volume, 
delivering a consistent energy to each projectile. Providing a controlled recoil pattern and rapid 
recovery of sight picture.

Accuracy with ELEY tenex pistol can be improved by matching the pistol and ammunition 
at our testing facilities in the USA and Germany, both have 25m and 50m lanes. The world’s 
leading athletes all test their ammunition and leave nothing to chance

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

for the ultimate in 
pistol performance

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
25m rapid fire pistol

25m sport pistol
25m pistol

firearm
.22LR rapid fire pistol

.22LR pistol
.22LR lightweight sport rifle (LSR)

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information



analyse further
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ELEY match is second in the world of .22LR accuracy and performance with ELEY tenex 
being the world number one. This cartridge benefits from the patented flat nose profile and the 
cut mouth case delivering consistent internal ballistics performance.

Each cartridge is checked by a suite of analytical processes including computer controlled 
visual inspection and finely calibrated measuring equipment, all overseen by our extremely 
precise and meticulous engineers.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

renowned amongst elite 
competition shooters for its excellent 

accuracy and performance

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
50m prone

50m 3 positions
50m free pistol

benchrest

firearm
.22LR match rifle
.22LR free pistol

bullet profile
flat nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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The iconic flat nose projectile of ELEY match biathlon is one of many innovations pioneered by 
ELEY engineers. ELEY match biathlon has the some of the key features of ELEY tenex biathlon 
making it the perfect training round. As it cuts through the air its revolutionary design pulls the 
centre of pressure forwards, aerodynamically stabilizing the projectile and increasing accuracy  
at the target.

Examination of bullet and chambering characteristics at freezing temperatures led to a
reduction in the diameter of the cartridge to aid cycling in bolt-action or straight-pull biathlon
rifles. A scientifically designed lubricant was developed to suit cold temperatures, aiding
consistency and reducing barrel wear. ELEY match biathlon also benefits from an increased
propellant charge giving the bullet enhanced terminal energy and a greater knock down force 
needed for the biathlon target.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

biathlon training round

designed for
high level competitive shooters

used for
biathlon

firearm
biathlon rifle

bullet profile
flat nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
biathlon lube

technical information
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This advanced, contemporary cartridge is instantly recognisable by its matt-black oxidised 
finish. Scientifically developed to microscopically increase the friction between the case and 
the projectile, the resulting stabilised projectile release force delivers greater internal ballistic 
consistency ultimately providing the shooter with more consistent projectile flight.

ELEY edge is part of our elite competition range and benefits from ELEY tenex technology 
such as a flat nose bullet profile.

ELEY edge can be tested and selected from our ranges in the UK, USA and Germany

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

breaking engineering 
boundaries with an innovative 

approach to improving accuracy

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
50m prone

50m 3 positions
50m free pistol

benchrest

firearm
.22LR match rifle
.22LR free pistol

bullet profile
flat nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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ELEY match osp is manufactured specifically to deliver competition performance and meet 
the ISSF rapid fire pistol velocity requirements. ELEY Match osp has a round-nosed profile to 
cycle in semi-automatic actions which also assists feeding and extraction.

ELEY match osp is produced using analytical processes, including computer controlled 
visual inspection and finely calibrated measuring equipment. Detailed testing and measuring 
processes undertaken by our highly-skilled engineers ensures minimum variance within each 
production lot.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

ELEY match osp designed for the 
Olympic Rapid Fire discipline

designed for
professional and elite shooters

used for
25m rapid fire pistol

25m pistol women
lightweight sport rifle (LSR)

firearm
.22LR rapid fire pistol

.22LR match pistol
.22LR lightweight sport rifle (LSR)

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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ELEY match pistol had be designed to perform with a lower velocity providing reduced recoil 
and a softer feel, which improves pistol control and delivers rapid sight picture recovery.

Essential to the success of a Free Pistol shooter is the uniformity of each cartridge. To achieve 
this each ELEY  match pistol round is checked by analytical processes, including computer 
controlled visual inspection and finely calibrated measuring equipment.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

competition cartridge 
developed for the ultra-precise 

world of 50m Free Pistol

designed for
high level competitive shooters

used for
25m pistol women

50m free pistol

firearm
.22LR free pistol

.22LR pistol

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information



dedication
preparation
strategy
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ELEY force is a High velocity semi auto .22LR round designed for power. Featuring a new 
propellant utilising a distributed pressure curve, that accelerates the bullet to a high velocity 
providing greater knock-down force.

ELEY force is instantly recognisable with its unique black oxidised case finish which increases 
friction between the case and projectile. This regulates and controls the force required to eject 
the bullet, stabilising the projectile and increasing ballistic consistency and accuracy. ELEY 
force is a .22LR round that deliveries both strong kick back and accuracy.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      366 m/sec (1200 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)      333 m/sec (1091 ft/sec)
91m (100yds)    311 m/sec (1019 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      18 kg/m (133 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)      15 kg/m (110 ft/lb)
91m (100yds)    13 kg/m (96 ft/lb)

high velocity semi auto round 
designed for power and accuracy

designed for
high level competitive semi-auto shooters

used for
competitive semi-automatic rifle

firearm
.22LR semi-automatic rifle

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.7 grams (42 grains)

lubricant
paraffin wax

technical information
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ELEY contact is a subsonic semi auto .22LR round designed with a softer sound and minimal 
recoil. The reduced recoil delivers quicker sight picture recovery important for the competitive 
semi auto shooter. Both ELEY  force and ELEY  contact are engineered with a heavier 42 grain 
bullet for high energy and are coated in a specially formulated paraffin wax to minimise build 
up in actions and magazines.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      332 m/sec (1090 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)      313 m/sec (1026 ft/sec)
91m (100yds)    292 m/sec (958 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      15 kg/m (110 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      13 kg/m (97 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    12 kg/m (85 ft/lb)

subsonic semi auto round 
with minimal recoil 

designed for
high level competitive semi-auto shooters

used for
competitive semi-automatic rifle

firearm
.22LR semi-automatic rifle

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.7 grams (42 grains)

lubricant
paraffin wax

technical information
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ELEY club is designed to offer enhanced performance over our entry-level ELEY sport 
cartridge. Each lot is tested to higher accuracy standards in order to meet the demanding 
requirements of the club shooter.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

taking the next step 
with ELEY club

designed for
the club competition shooter 

used for
50m prone

50m 3 position
50m free pistol

25m pistol women
25m rapid fire pistol

lightweight sport rifle (LSR)
silhoutte

firearm
.22LR rifle

.22LR pistol
.22LR lightweight sport rifle (LSR)

.22LR semi-auto pistol

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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Manufactured to ELEY’s strict internal specification, ELEY sport benefits from electronic 
visual inspection and rigorous test proofing. Small lot quantities and statistical process control 
techniques deliver reliability and performance in every round.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      331 m/sec (1085 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (994 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (935 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      14.5 kg/m (105 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      12.1 kg/m (88 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.7 kg/m (78 ft/lb)

introducing shooters to 
the world of ELEY’s 

consistency and accuracy

designed for
beginners and general .22LR shooting 

used for
50m prone

50m 3 position
50m free pistol

25m pistol women
25m rapid fire pistol

lightweight sport rifle (LSR)
silhoutte

firearm
.22LR rifle

.22LR pistol
.22LR lightweight sport rifle (LSR)

.22LR semi-auto pistol

bullet profile
round nose

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
beeswax-tallow

technical information
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ELEY subsonic hollow is a hunting cartridge with target shooting accuracy and reduced 
velocity, offering a quieter muzzle report compared to other .22LR hunting rounds.

With its innovative hollow nosed profile, the ELEY subsonic hollow projectile delivers unequalled 
expansion characteristics, resulting in short penetration with outstanding stopping power; 
essential features for vermin control .The non-greasy lubricant provides smooth operation in 
semi-automatic rifles and improves functioning in all weather conditions.

Increasingly popular with game keepers and land owners, ELEY subsonic hollow is regarded 
as one of the quietest and most accurate subsonic rounds on the market.

www.eley.co.uk

velocity
muzzle      317 m/sec (1040 ft/sec)
20m (22yds)      303 m/sec (984 ft/sec)
50m (55yds)    285 m/sec (922 ft/sec)

energy
muzzle      13.3 kg/m (96 ft/lb)
20m (22yds)      11.9 kg/m (86 ft/lb)
50m (55yds)    10.4 kg/m (75 ft/lb)

super accurate and super quiet

designed for
varmint shooters

used for
hunting

firearm
.22LR Rifle

.22LR Lightweight Sport Rifle (LSR)

bullet profile
hollow point

cartridge length
25.4mm / 1inch

bullet weight
2.59 grams (40 grains)

lubricant
paraffin wax

technical information



benefits
• Test batches of variable velocities and extreme  
 spreads from all five loading machines.

• Each and every shot monitored including any  
 control ammunition. 

• A system that allows regular cleaning and the  
 warming of barrels during testing.

• Evaluation of firearm for performance and   
 consistency against known parameters.  

• Measurement of head space and case   
 indentation for the highlighting of any wear.

• Copy of groups with patented consolidated 
 score, to make batch selection clear  
 and precise.

• Unique service offered to international shooters  
 providing assistance with applying for Firearms  
 Permit, flights and accommodation. 

features
• The range is designed to eliminate 
 variables and create optimum conditions.

• Equipped with two lanes set at 50 meters  
 and 25 meters with independent  
 electronic target systems. 

• Bench-rests with fixed vices and slave stocks  
 to hold most firearm makes and models. 

• ELEY’s patented software shows   
 consolidated score for the total test.

• Purpose built with ventilation for fume   
 extraction at both muzzle and breech. 

• Testing takes place with either rifle or pistol.

• Assured availability of pre-selected batches of  
 ELEY Tenex and ELEY edge from the factory  
 production lines, with up to 20 batches  
 to select from.

UK
Selco Way, off First Avenue
Sutton Coldfield B76 1BA
United Kingdom

Phone: +44 (0) 121 313 4539

booking information
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why you should batch test with ELEY
Batch testing is designed to find the most accurate ammunition for your barrel to deliver results, records, 
and medals. Shooters demand excellence not only from themselves, but from their ammunition, barrel, 
and equipment. Only when athletes have total confidence in their barrel-ammo combination, can they 
train to perfect their own performance and reach the medals at the highest level.

how we batch test 
We test your barrel with up to 20 batches (ELEY tenex) 10 batches (ELEY edge) and use a proven test 
methodology, electronic targets, and bespoke ELEY software to achieve the best results.

During testing 10 shots are fired from each batch and through each barrel until the best performing 
batches are shortlisted. A further 30 shots from those selections are fired until an overall 40 shot group 
size and consolidated score is recorded for each. Our bespoke ELEY software makes analysing the 
results fast, simple and very accurate, helping you to find that record-breaking batch.

GER
Stuttgarter Straße 120
Fellbach 70736
Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 711 5208 7028

USA
5999 U.S. Highway 83
Winters, Texas 79567
USA

Phone: +1 325-754-5771

NOR - Spring 2015
Dyrskuevegen 11
KLOFTA 2040, Oslo
Norway

Phone: +47 63 94 55 50
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australia
Nioa
PO Box 191, Pinkenba 
Queensland 4008
Tel +61 7 3621 9999
Fax +61 7 3621 9998
www.nioa.au
sales@nioa.com.au

Target Rifle Australia LTD
P.O Box 178, Blayney
New South Wales 2799
Tel +61 2 6368 8483
www.targetammuntion.co.au

belgium
BVBA Frank
Wapens-Munitie Import-Export,
Waterrijtstraat 60, 3920 Lommel-nolimpark
Tel +32 11 800 950
Fax +32 11 800 959
info@wapenhandel.be

czech republic
CB SERVIS Centrum S.R.O
Strelnice Borek, PO Box 34,
37010 Ceské Budejovice
Tel +420 387 225 430
Fax +420 387 225 430
www.guns-trade.cz
cbservis@gun-trade.cz

china
China Glory Sporting Goods Promotion Company
No.3 TiYuanGuan Road, Beijing 100763
Tel +86 10 6714 9153
Fax +86 10 6711 7557
www.iecyp.com 
zqcg2014@sina.com

Complant China National Complete Plant
Jingxin Buliding, A2 Donsanhuan, Bejing
Tel +86 10 8449 2613

denmark
Guntex A/S
Jægervej 7, 6900 Skjern
Tel +45 96 80 20 00
www.guntex.dk

estonia
Trapper OÜ
Võru 80, 50111 Tartu
Tel +372 7343900
Fax +372 7343991
www.trapper.ee
info@trapper.ee 

france
Armurerie FONTAINE
3 Bd Fabert - BP 40055
08202 SEDAN Cedex
Tel +03 24 27 24 83
Fax +03 24 29 67 36
www.fontaine-tir.com

Armurerie RECHT / ADS
12 rue du Commerce
F - 67202 WOLFISHEIM
Tel +03 88 77 19 96  
Fax +03 88 76 57 95
www.recht.fr
contact@recht.fr

SN EUROPARM SAS
BP 10025, Avenue Rhin et Danube
72200 LA FLECHE
Tel +02 43 48 50 03  
www.europarm.fr
michel.neveu@europarm.fr

georgia
Magnum Ltd
19 Tamar Mepe Ave., 0112, Tbilisi
Tel +995 32 953 487
Tel +995 32 956 742
www.magnum.ge 

germany
AKAH – Albrecht Kind GmbH
51617 Gummersbach, PO Box 31 02 83
Tel +49 22 61 705
Fax +49 22 61 735 40
www.akah.de
info@akah.de 

indonesia
PT AMADANI JAYA ISMAYA
Gedung AKA Lantai 9 #906Jl. 
Bangka Raya No 2 Jakarta 12720 Indonesia
Tel +6221 718 2684
Fax +6221 718 1089 

ireland
Ardee Sports Company
Pepperstown, Ardee, County Louth
Tel +353 41 685 3711
Fax +353 41 685 3072
www.ardeesports.com 

italy
Diamant SASForli
Diamant SAS di Tassinari A.  
& C.Via Degli Savi 3947122
Tel +39 543 725100
www.diamant-sas.it 

japan
Gunsmith of Kunitomo Co. Ltd
Teramachi-Bukkoji, Shimogyo-ku, 
600-8032 Kyoto
Tel +81 75 351 3037
Fax +81 75 351 3041
www.kunitomogs.co.jp
trade@kunitomogs.co.jp

h)
kuwait
Al Hadaf Company – Equestrian Equipments
PO Box No.1835, Fire Bridge Street, 
Farwaniya
Tel +965 24745489
Fax +965 24761833 

macau 
San Man Lei LdA
Travessa Almirante, Costa Cabral No.15 R/C
Tel +853 28 580385
Fax +853 28 525192

netherlands 
Mikx
Rouaanstraat 31,Groningen
Netherlands 9723
Tel +31 (0) 50-318 09 48
Fax +31 (0) 50-314 38 20
www.mikx.nl
info@mikx.nl

new zealand 
Target Shooting
New Zealand, P O Box 49 Levin 5540
Tel +64 06 368 6749
Fax +64 06 368 4596
www.targetshootingnz.co.nz
targetshootingnz@xtra.co.nz

norway 
Schou Vapen A/S
Dyrskuevegen 11, 2040 Kløfta
Tel +47 6394 5550
Fax +47 6394 5551
www.schouvapen.no

oman 
Al Qannas Shop
P.O Box 393, PC 511,Ibri, Oman
Tel +698 99311600 

AL-Sayyad Arabian Ent
P.O Box: 2445 - 211
Tel +698 23294020 

Habsi Trad& Partners co. Llc
P.O Box 2226, Postal code 111 Seeb
Sultanate of Oman
Tel +698 99355260

Trade wings LLC
IBRAHIM AL SAADI
P.O. BOX 389 P.C. 118, Muscat, Oman
Tel +698 99318868 

phillipines 
P B Dionisio and Co Inc
27 Don Alejandro Roces Avenue, 
1103 Quezon City,
Tel +632 411 7444
www.pbdionisio.com
info@pbdionisio.com

Precision Shooting Edge Group
Unit F35A First Basement Makati Cinema 
Square Chino Roces Avenue 1200 Makati City
Tel +632 403 1714

Twin Pines
4 Linwayway St, San Juan, Metro Manila
Tel +632 727 5252
Fax +632 727 5270
www.twinpines.com.ph
hagentopacio@twinpines.com.ph

poland 
Kaliber
02-781 Warsaw, ul.M.Kolbego 16
Tel +48 22 641 60 46
Fax +48 22 641 60 46
www.kaliber.pl
kaliber@kaliber.com.pl

portugal 
Regulforce Unipessoal Lda Lisbon
Rua Capitão Leitão nº66-C2800-133 Almada
Tel +351 218 822 846
www.soldiers-almada.com
regulforce@gmail.com

Normas - Comercio Portugal
International De Armas Unipessoal LDA, 
Quinta DEFervanca,  
Rua Visconde de Fervença
4755-235 Barcelo
Tel +351 253 833 680
www.norarmas.com
carlosgayo@norarmas.com

russia
CJSC -Kolchuga
109012, Moscow, Varvarka str. 3, room 60
Tel +7 (8)495 2343443
info@kolchuga.ru

Novo- Obninsk Import 
Магазин оружия «Охотник на Киевском» 
Калужская обл., г. Обнинск, Киевское шоссе 11 Б
Телефон/факс: +7 48439 9-24-01

singapore
Hock Ann (Sports) Pte Ltd
273 Beach Road, Singapore 199548
Tel +65 6298 0551
Fax +65 6294 8733

slovenia
R.D.D.O.O.Ljublijana
Dolenjska C.111000 Ljublijana
Tel +386 (0)1 4280744

south africa
National Cartridge Co.Pty.Ltd.
119 Main Road, Plumstead, Cape Town
Tel +27 21 797 8787 
www.suburbanguns.co.za
Info@suburbanguns.co.za

south Korea
S.Woo Trading Company
1st floor 608-31, Jayangdong, 
Kwangjingu 143-865
Tel +82 2 3431 3042
Fax +82 2 456 4770
swookr@yahoo.co.kr

spain
Chano Shooting
c/María de Echarri, 18– 20 50018 Zaragoza
Tel +34 976 522684
Fax +34 976 741695
www.chanoshooting.com
correo@chanoshooting.com 

switzerland
C-Ma Trading GmbH
Ruederstrasse 39, CH - 5040 Schöftland
Tel +41 62 791 5383
Fax +41 62 791 5384
www.c-ma.ch
info@c-ma.ch

Free-Sport SA
Rte. de Grives 6, 1763 Granges-Paccot
Tel +41 26 466 60 60
Fax +41 26 466 68 48
www.freesport.ch
info@freesport.ch

taiwan
Jen Shuenn Enterprise Co Ltd
No. 62 Kuang Chou 1st Street, Kaohsiung
Tel +886 7722 7172
Fax +886 7723 2616
jensheun@ksmail.seed.net.tw

thailand
The National Shooting Sport Association of 
Thailand Under Royal Patronage
2088 Ramkhamhang Road, Hau-Mark,
Bangkapi 10240
Tel +66 0 2369 3661-5
Fax +66 0 2369 3666-7
www.thaishooting.com
nssat@thaishooting.com

Payont Firearms Ltd.Part.
268/3 Sawanvithee Road, Nakornsawn
Thailand 6000
Tel +66 8 1733 2725

turkey
ALA Uluslararası Ltd
Turgutlu sk. 36/1, 06700 GOP Ankara
Tel +90 312 446 88 95
Fax +90 312 446 79 71
www.alainter.com
ataalper@alainter.com

usa
Zanders Sporting Goods
7525 State Route 154, Baldwin, IL 62217-1066
Tel +1 618 785 2235
Fax +1 618 785 2750
www.gzanders.com
sales@gzanders.com

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 worldwide distributors



ELEY Group Limited

Selco Way, off First Avenue
Minworth, Sutton Coldfield

West Midlands, B76 1BA, England

Tel:+44 (0) 121 313 4567
Fax:+44 (0) 121 313 4568

www.eley.co.uk


